ACES has joined with MCEF (Mechanicsville Churches Emergency Functions) in offering rides
to seniors (60+) who are no longer able to drive but would like to stay in their homes as long as
possible. We will also provide rides to those who may have a medical condition that requires
frequent trips for medical treatments such as dialysis or chemotherapy. This free transportation
program is for scheduled medical appointments, grocery shopping and for personal business,
such as banking.
We NEED drivers! Our volunteer drivers are paid 25 cents per mile and are provided liability
coverage. Potential drivers will be required to provide a valid driver’s license, their DMV record
and give permission to ACES to request a background check. They are also required to have 8
hours of driver’s safety training (usually provided by AARP). All expenses are paid by ACES.
ACES’ drivers will be responsible for Hanover County residents in the zip codes 23005, 23047,
23059 and 23069.
If you are interested in becoming a driver or a rider in our program, please contact us at 804-5436115 or via our email at youraces@verizon.net
You can also view and/or print our rider or our driver applications. Under the “About Us” tab on
our main page is a drop-down box called “Services.” Click on Services and search for Senior
Rides.
ACES is greatly appreciative of the time and efforts made by members of MCEF in creating and
developing the Senior Rides Program for their area of Hanover County, VA. They laid the
groundwork for this mission to become a possibility. There were gracious enough to not only
extend the invitation to ACES to participate in the program, but they also allowed us to use the
documents they had already developed. They met with us, they encouraged us and they were with
us every step of the way as we began the implementation process.
Thank you to Charles Rasnick, Vice-President – MCEF, and Lynn Saunders, MCEF Liaison, for
assisting ACES in making the Senior Rides Program a reality in the Ashland area.

